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ERRATUM
Volume 17, Number 1 (2001), in the article ‘‘Quantum Complexity of
Integration,’’ by Erick Novak, pages 2–16 (doi:10.1006/jcom.2000.0566):
The result and the proof technique are correct, but the following changes
should be made:
On page 12, line 9 from the bottom should read ‘‘>[0, 1]d fi dx=e1+1/c1 ’’
instead of ‘‘>[0, 1]d fi dx=e1−1/c1 .’’
On page 12, line 3 from the bottom should read ‘‘cost \
Cmin(e −1/c1 , e
1+1/c
1 e
−1
2 )’’ instead of ‘‘cost \ Cmin(e −1/c1 , e1−1/c1 e −12 ).’’
On page 12, line 2 from the bottom should read ‘‘Of course we put
e2=e
1+2/c
1 ’’ instead of ‘‘... e2=e1 .’’
On page 13, line 3 should read ‘‘... e=e2 · n % e1+1/c1 ’’ instead of
‘‘... e=e1 n % e1−1/c1 .’’
In addition, there is a typographical error on page 6, line 4 from the
bottom: it should read ‘‘(1/e)1/c ’’ instead of ‘‘1/c(1/e).’’
The author thanks Peter Hertling, who found these mistakes.
The reader who wants to learn more about quantum complexity and IBC
should study a recent paper of StefanHeinrich (available at http://arXiv.org/
abs/quant-ph/0105115).
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